AP Invoices Data Migration
Strategy

	Migrate all open, posted AP invoices from EBS as per reconciled AP Trial Balance
Use a dummy distribution account for migrated invoice lines
	Load into Fusion, create accounting, post to the dummy GL account and reverse the same
	GL Balances are separately migrated and therefore should match the migrated invoices 
Extract
Extract Criteria
                        SELECT invoice migration data
		FROM ap_invoice_headers, ap_invoice_lines
WHERE invoice_header.payment_status_flag <> 'Y'
AND invoice_header.invoice_total_amount <> 0
AND (invoice_line.amount <> 0 
AND invoice line.distribution posted_flag = 'Y')
Extract Validation & Business Reconciliation Sign-off Criteria
The sum of the extracted transactions should equal the EBS AP Trial Balance
		
Transformation
	Closed POs
		Any remaining Open Invoices for closed PO’s should have the PO details removed 		from the PO fields and appended to the Invoice Line description
	Mappings
		GL Codes: 		gl_code_combinations.xlsx
		Payment Terms: 	payment_terms.xlsx
Load
Loader
		FBDI Loader : PayablesStandardInvoiceImportTemplate.xlsm
Cutover Period
	Prerequisite Tasks

1. Unpaid invoices to be paid if possible
2. Invoice Holds, Debit Memos and Prepayments to be identified and cleared before migration otherwise they will need to be manually created in Fusion
3. Reconcile AP with GL in EBS
	4. Close Subledger and GL in EBS 
5. Run AP Trial Balance report in EBS
	 

	Post-Load Tasks
Run custom AP Invoice Load and custom AP Invoice Load Error extracts from Fusion and load these two data sets back into EBS
Re-run EBS extract for any Invoices that failed to load into Fusion 
	Manually enter directly into Fusionany Invoices that failed  as identified in previous step
	Create accounting in Fusion, post to the dummy GL account and reverse the same
Run AP Trial Balance report

Reconciliation

	EBS and Fusion AP Trial Balances should match
	The number of invoice headers loaded into Fusion should match those extracted from EBS

The data items associated with invoice headers loaded into Fusion should match those extracted from EBS
The number of invoice lines loaded into Fusion should match those extracted from EBS
The data items associated with invoice lines loaded into Fusion should match those extracted from EBS


